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CURRENT
University of Missouri-St Louis

Ralph Nader:

Calls for full-tiIne citizens
Harrison Salisbury, associate edit.or of the New York Times, speaking
last week on China, Russia and the United States.

Organized
Isan
I d. Expe d OtOlon
I
.
Costa Mesa. Ca. - The Charles
Darwl'll Research Institute , a nonprofit scientific research organization, in cooperation with the Instituto Hidrografico y Oceanograco de la Armada Del Ecuador
. 0f
today announce d t IIe f ormatIOn
· .
a 90-day researc I1 expe d ItlOn
to
.
the Galapagos Islands departm g
early in 1973 .
The significance of the archipelago lies in its unique natural
history - the large variety of plants
and , animals that make the Galapagos and equatorial Land of Oz .
Located 650 miles west of Ecuador,
the islands form excellent natural
lab oratories f or t h e stu d yo f ·msu Iar
.
.
biology and the evolutIOnary process.
Studies will be offered on a .

credit basis to undergraduate stu·
dents with a graduate level proI fi d' d' 'd
gram available to qua i Ie m IV! uals . The concentrated program
consists of II weeks spent on site
with 52 hours weekly in classroom,
lab and field projects in Applied
M .
Island Ecology,
Tropical B' anne
.
I
Biology & Invertebrates, 10 ogy,
Geology, Volcanology, Botany ,
Ornithology & T!!rrestrial Invertebrates Oceanology (aboard ship
and dlass), Herpetology, unique
island survey projects and a cultural
. .
exchange program with partlclpating Ecuadorian students:
Details may be obtamed from
the Expedition Director, Charles
300 r
Darwin Research Institute,
Red Hill, #VI-203 , Costa Mesa ,
California 92626
. .

r -----.
-----------,
NE-WS
8'ftlrrs

L_________________
I

"

.

I:'r

By Bruce Barth
"Citizen abdication and citizen
delegation of responsibilities have
gone too far too long . We now know
that government corrupts and govt
t
b t
e nment
ernmen was es; u gov r
.
wi II not be responsive to the peopie if the citizens are not respon sive to it. .. stressed Ralph Nader
in his disquisition on environmen tal contaml'natl' on last week .
Nader spoke to a large crowd
at the Multi - Purpose bui Iding on
the 26th. r epeati ng th e theme of
involvement through becoming a
"full time citizen" throughout his
presentation . He analyzed the topic
"Envi ro nmental hazards ; Manmade and Man -remedied" in a
cause-a nd -effect manne r. expla ining what could be done as citizens
to provoke direct results in a
government that "often only gives
lip service to the problems of
pollution."
Nader pointed out that the poor
are the one most acutely effected

group when determining who bears
I the brunt of consequences brought
about industrial pollution. sinc.'!
. . they
live and
pollution.
Yet they
still work
don:t inunderstand

.
. .
.
United States Military Aid .to
Foreign Govern ments In 1973 will
t
d
h If f
be over wo -a n -a-. a
Imes as
great as the economic
f and
' humanl - I
tanan aid given to orel.gn governments. according to figur es re cently released by the Center for
Defense Informatlo.n.
Whi Ie the U.S,. will hand out$9.5
billion dollars In military aid to
foreign
countries
next .year. It WI.II
$
' 11'
.",.
give only . 3.7 bl l.on In economic
.
and humanltanan ald .
Also. according to the center s
figures. of th~ 64 foreign governments that will receive military
id from the U.S. In 1973.25 coun-

I the full effects of thiS contamlnation. and have no actual political
tar" or" ermit no open opposi- I power to employ in dealing With
. Y t th P
t .. In other
it
tlOn 0 e governmen .
words
the 're
dictatorship~
But he noted that the people are
Greece.
f orY exa mple . whl'ch is I finally starting to deal. with the
ruled by a heavy -handed cl ique of problem. rather than Simply ackColonels. will be receiving almost I nowledging the fact that it s there.
$100 mi: Iion worth of mi Iitary aid.
Nade r terms thiS new understandd
on - military aid.
I ing "stage two of environmenta l
an T~~ ~enter for Defense Inforinvolvement...
. .
..
t'
b
that "u S Mili-I Stage one entails realiZing that
m
a IOnassls
0 Steance
rves to 25 c'ou'ntries I the crisis is indeed . there.
"But
t ary
..
with military and dictatorial govit·s qui~; another. thing. he exts perpetuates these gov- I plainS. to see Within the rather
:~~~:~ts and may encourage the immediate limits of our horizon ;
formation of other Iike govern- I through tec~nological. capabilities
t " EARTH NEWS
and economic wherewlthall;todeal
men s .
.
I a striking blow once and for all

.
"The Experiment in Internati onI al Living" is now accepting appllcations for their summer ambasI sador program .
.
/
The counci I selects high school
I
and co ll ege students to spend thei r .
I summer vacation in a foreign country.
.
Scholarships are available to
students who are legal residents
10f St . Louis and can be back in St.
Louis next year as guest lecturI ers.
A S an ambassador to Germany

this profliga~e. contaminatIOn
. of the prerequIsites of human
last year , Joa.n Turtune , an UMSL I health and survival." .
sophomore. lived With a German
In order to deal With the prob family for a month and travell.ed Il em of motivation In a baSically
through Austnaa~dGermany. With apathetic society. Nader suggesa $750 scholarship. she paid $200 I ted two levels of sensitivity . These
plus personal expenses. .
he contends. are the two ways to
ApplicatIOn req.uests . may be I di rectly invo lve those people who
ma~led to ....Exp.«;n ment In Inter - would otherwise fail to realize
natIOnal LIVing, P:O. Box 11024·lthe problem.
Fer~uson, Mlssoun. 63135. Flnal
appllcatlOn~ must be. submitted to
the screening committee by Jan- I
uary 12. 1973.
I

The Midwest Model United Na I tions will hold its 19th annual ses !!si on at {he downtown Sheraton- - -;efferson Hotel the weekend of
~ ebruary 21st through 23rd. The
~idwest Model United Nations was
~stablished to give interested col_l ege students an insight into the
Lorkings of this international or-ganization . Each delegatIOn has
I s eats on the various U.N . commlttees and is also expected to attend
Ithe General Assembly sessions.
UMSL 's delegation this year
Iwill be representing Uganda . AI-

thea fll)atthews. co-ordinator for I
UMSL ' s delegation has announced I
that there will ~e four rep.resentatives . Anyone Interested In p<ilr-I
itcipating sh,ould contact her at I
the Information Desk by November 15th . It IS deSirable that dele-I
gates have some expenence onthe
international I.evel. such as travel.
through a foreign country. but It IS
not necessary: All the apPlicants.
will be InterViewed . . and selected I '
on the baSIS of thiS Interview.
Over . 40 Midwest colleges have
de legations attending the sessIOn.

I
I
I

I . . .
I
I
I
I
l

tri~s are "governed by the mili-

I .

F-----------------Ito
I

I

~

l

The first is to harp on the concept of how pollut ion effects the
chi Idren of the nation . Nader mentioned that in Savannah , Georg ia;
the pollution probl em is so severe that chi Idre n had lite rally
burned the mse lves play ing in contaminated streams and rivers.
" Somehow, pe ople don't look at
pollution as something of immediate urge ncy. . . . But eve n If
they sweep aside everything e lse ,
they're not gOing to sweep aSide
the doctor telling them that the ir
child has residues of lead. mercury or other ve ry deadly and
non - degradabl e contaminants."
His second means of expres:sing just how severe the pollu tion probl em is involves documentinq throuQh the impl imenof environmental contamlnatlcin.
"Because pollution doesn·t provoke
immediate pain. burn. or do what
fires or terrible storms may do.
people tend to not generate concern." But to contront people with
the documented figures proving
how critical pollution really is
would be one way of defeating the
massive "stagnation of learning"
in society; or. as Nader puts it.
"man's addiction to fossilizingthe
mind ."
Yet Nader also emphasised that
UJJti.1. the government changes its
views on pOllut.ion. the citizenry's
sentiments would be feckless.
"There tends to be a' massive
ingoring by the law on widespread
injurious conditions which proceed fron industrial organizations
that know of these conditi ons. They
have the technology and wealth
to start a process of reduction.
but continue not to do so even as
the evidence piles up about the
danger that evolves from industrial pollutants .
Nader contends that the individual acts of impermissible violence dwarf in comparison to the
mass acts ot Violence often performed by industries . "This is not
that kind of thing that 'tie collect
statistics on . We know how many
burglaries are committed. since
crime statistics are on burglaries. homicide . rapes and larceny.
But they don·t deal with the systematic consumer fraud. or var ious other types of co rperate or

-----------------

I

.--~---------------

Ralph Nader

economi c crimes. They don ' t even
deal with violation of federal laws
dealing with industrial diseases .
They simply deal with individual
c r iminal acts outside of the bus iness or organizational worlds ."
"I suppose it's a littl e cyni cal
to say that if you want to keep
yourself out of the crime s tati stics make sure you do your dastardly deed within the corperate
or governmental framework. but
that·s certainly a conclusion that
can be drawn."
He also pointed to the educational institut ions as suppressive _
organizations in t erms of dealing
with environment. "Instead of developing the human mind to handle a wide variety of information .
the legitimate quest of specialization tends to be -developed to
such an extreme that it prevents
a student from feel ing an interest
in a capacity in generalized studies ."
One university function that has
been highly successful in other
areas of the country are the student Public Interest Research
Grvups . In Oregon. students organized a petition that they presented to the University board.
This petition asked that a small
amount of money be taken. presumably from each student· s fees.
and set aside to finan ce researchers. economists. scientists. law- ye rs and other professionals who
would be directly accountable to
the students. the PIRG program
has worked well in a number of
other states, Iike Massachusetts.
Minnesota. Texas. Iowa and Vermont.
MoPIRG. the Missouri student
Publ ic Interest Research Group.
is presently being formed with
the co-operation of UMSL and
three other state universities . Nader breifly discussed the work being done here in Missouri with
P IRG. and later urged students
to get involved with the group .
PIRG. Nader summarized. was
extremely valuable in two aspects
First. these organizations help dO_
away with the boredom factor that
turns many students off from conventional studies . Secondly. the
program could help promote better citizenship. and increase student activity .
"They're basically independent
non-partisan citizen groups that
try to get information out to the
public. develop working groups
with the community. develop both
proposals and solutions. and get
support behind their ideas.
"There is no better way to overcome boredom and wasted poten tial of students in a period in
their lives where they're as ideal- istic and creative. risktaking and
pioneering as they'II ever be. then
to engage in impericle research
and problem solving in the r eal .world: then devel oping the facts.
sources of information . thinking
about solutions and abstracting
general principals therefrom."
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- Ca:m.pus ca:m.paigns
dra VI to a 'close

DON HUBBELL

.hap))enings

offer services to the co mmittees .
Not includingrnernoersofFaculAs the target date for the '72
ty for McGovern, which often works
election draws near, the candidates
jointly with Students for McGovern,
of both political partiesaresp ee dAnders ' organization consist<: of
ing up their campus activities .
10 - 15 dedicated peopl e .
The processes of Party p'romotlOn
Lest er talked of campaign signliken the campaign to a football
up lists containing 150-200 names
game; each team wants to be in the
which, in the end, yielded three or
lead when the final gun goes off
four youths to his group of 25 hard
Nov.7.
work e rs.
On the state level, gubernatorial
Each
political
coordinator
,. candidates K it Bond and Ed Dowd
sounded optimistic about the uphave establ ished fai rly sol id camps
coming election . An interesting
here at UMSL. Tables for each
sidelight is the apparent lack of
candidate are set up throughout the
cooperation between th e Dowd and
week in the student union . VolunM cGovern organizations. This was
teer workers hand out brochures, . confirmed by And ers, whoalsoexbuttons and bumper stickers to . pressed hope that-some c lose coopinterested by-passers .
eration would be obtained before
This is only the outer portion of
November.
the campaign drive; qJmmittees
When asked what type of person
made up of activ e students are besupports McGovern, Anders said
hind this advertising. Dale Chesthat "those who want a change in
wick Assistant Youth .Coordinator
priorities," and those who are
for the Dowd organization, said "anti-Nixon" make up the M cGovhe and his fenow supporters are
ern team. Anders and his coherts
getti ng a successfu I response to
look to the Senator to provide a
their efforts . Cheswick
feels
new form of government.
Dowd 's strongest point is his beThe spokesman for the Nixon
I ief the State Government ca n be
cam paign bel ieves that those who
streamlined,
thereby providing
support the president do so bemonies for important services
cause he ' has maintained a firm
such as education. Cheswick is of stand on the important issues. Nix the opinion that Dowd possesses
on backers, he sa id, feel that th e
more
experience
in governpresident has more experie nce and
ment than in his opponent.
capabi lity in government affairs
On the other hand, Bond supthan does his adversary .
porters argue that thei I' man is
Though both the Republ icans and
the more knowledgeable due to his the Democrats hope to bring vic2 year experience as State Audi - tory to their men in November, it
tor . The Bond people further con- is clear that there ca n be only one
tend that their candidate isthe 'only winner per office. Unl ike a football
one who 'i!' abl l? to bring about a game, an e l ect ion (;a nnot end In a
complete change in state govern- draw .
ment, since he would bnng the
Republican party into power for
the first time in 30 year,> .
There is one matter which college coordinator and active memconscientious proj ector
ber of Student~ for McGovern,
Doug Anders and Bill L ester of
am er i c a
the College Repub lican National
i'm very worried about you
Committee appear to agree on: In
politics, for ever)' worker t~ere
by Chuck Wolff
seem to be 50 talkers.
When
interv iewed, each expressed the lack of persons concerned enough about the election to

Films
Nov . 6 The Sham e l ess Old
2:40 & 8:00 J.C . P enne y
no charge
Nov . 7 Joe Hill 3 :00 & 8:00
Pennye Aud . no charge
Concerts
Nov . 3 Danny Cox 11 :45 a.m
Lounge

Lady
Aud .

2. NORMANDY SHOPPING '=£NT[R

J .C .

261-2806

ST,

l ~u ,s

Mo

6.?-1"2;

-I

Announcing;

U.C .

I

Auditions to appear as piano
soloist with the Saint Louis Symphony youth Orchestra wi II be
held on Saturday, December 2,
at Powel l Symphony Hall. The
competition is to open to all pianists up to the age of 24 who live
in the Greater St . Lo.lllS area .
Appl icants must prepare a co m pl ete concerto to be heard at
the De ce mber 2 auditi.on.
The final audition winner will
perform a major piano concerto
with the Saint LOl!is Symphony
youth Orchestra on Friday eve- ,
ning, February 23 , in Powell Sym phony Hall .
.
For appli ca tions or further Information write the youth Or chestra
manager , Mrs . Edith
Hougland, 7150 Wise Avenue, St.
Louis, Missouri, 63117, or telenhone her at 644-1696 .

De:mocrats
lor McGovern
F or further information,
con tact Anheuser Busch

··Ci·. ~ me your strcn)!th a n d
::!:r

t~ :

'Oupport. gi\"(l mf' ,,- our
prj

, . --

{::J

"

tn(!et ht'r "\

•. -r!;:;~

,I:i' I
t,1ln:e t o rhe
j. •

•

f~ ::... ;G ' !.!" jth.d~ : hat
nourished us in ; he
heJ!inning.

f On November 7
Vote Democratic
ie,cGovern -Shriver '72

.

..........................................:
:
N. Y. DRAMA CRITICS' AWARD
:
:
PULITZER PRIZE WINNER
=

5

BEST AMERICAN PLAY

.

5

i
TERESA
WRIGHT
i
•
- - . :•
~~cr G.4~~
:

--~~~
-- -- -- -- -- ---

To Frona - Fronl Robert

The closer the day when I change my way,
T0 the place where she lives:-

ADVAr~CE T ICK~TS ,,\VAILA3LE AT I~lFOR r1ATIO ;l JESK J
UN I VERS I TY CENTER

•

•

When I'm married to, MY FRONA-

•

5

:

.

"tAsr
5
~
i• SATURDAY, NOY.18 5•
E
8:30P.M.
i
•
•
5• J.C. PENNEY AUD. 5•
:

And love's sweet way, will have its day,

IGo q,... ;r

o'+-tJ

·

To be married to, MY FRONA.

:

•

•

5 $2.00with UMSL 1.0. i

••
••
.: ...........................................
••
••

Sir:ned:- RobertW' 1i i,; ,:·i?;
<~

-

~~~~~'\~'T"E.... ~

5

8y now you know. that I'm all - aglow,

-

OF

:

Chanced to survey this section:-

-

IN

5

One week's gone by since first your eye·

-

•

.

who is counting the days until Dec. 23rd.

-

("') rO~
;:-y
" i"' ~0.n n'=D
"\ l:.

·u r,1I VERS I TY PROG~.I\t'1 BOARD MlD •
,....T~lfl
~,·! C .....r-" 'InT!=! STUDENT ACTIVITY FU ;'.JDS
••
'- ..
J:)

_, J , .••

I ' /"'\i~

J...i

T!-JF
~ • I_
.

_

•

I"

• f

•
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Students lobby u.S. Congress
A Record
You Know

A Name .
You Trust!

Earn $300 a Month
TO

INTERNSHIPS AVAILABLE
SOPHOMORES AND JUNIORS

Work in a public library in Missouri this summer.
See if a library career is for you. Applicants
must have a 3.000 cumulative grade point average
on a 4.000 scale.
WRITE:
Library Manpower Specialist
Missouri State Library
Jefferson CIty, Missouri 65101

Univ . of MO.- - St . L oui s is one of
350 U.S. coll eges and un ivers i ti es
targeted by th e Nat io nal Student
Lobby (NSL) to publj c iz e voting
profi les of all 100 Senator s and 435
Congressmen on 10 issues of im portance to student s. Ther e are
about 3000 coll eges and uni ve r s i ties in the U.S.
NSL, II perman ent. r egi st er ed
lobby organized in 1971. has r eleased the voting prof i les to help
students make up their own minds
on whom to support in th e Con gressional electi'ons Nov . 7. Th e
student issues in the House in clude the 18-year-old vote, in creasing student finan c ial aid by $1
billion per year, the Equal Rights
Amendment, Vietnam, the draft.
pol iti.c al interns. defense sp endi ng
and m ' ,imum wage .
The Senate votes were on th e 18 year-old vote, Vietnam . ~h e Can nikan blast. the S.s. T . . th e draft.
students on boards of publi c an d
private colleges,
vote!" r egi s tration and women's rights.
A copy of the poster is in both
the student government office and
the newspaper office . Other cop ies are available for 25c from NSL
in Washington, D.C .
The 350 campuses were chosen
because their enrollment totals
about six million of 8.6 million
U .S. undergraduate and graduate
- tudents .

"Frcm :: "nnfl!('t III Incl; "'hina
whit-h maims IIU:' idea ;" as
well as our soldiers. ('"ltH'
home . .-\ meri,·a .

On November 7
Vote Democratic
McGovern-Shriver '72

NSL itse lf does not endors e can didates . leaving t h is t o loc al st udent group s.
This fall NSL i s f oc us ing onthree
areas involving bill ions of dollars
per year for stud ents. These areas
are stud ent financia l aid, G.I. Bil l
ben efits and minimum wage f or
stud ents .
"Congres sm en and Senators w i II
be more sensiti ve than ever on
these .and other issues betwee n now
and Nov . 7." said NSL Exec u.ti ve
Direct o!" Lavton Olson .
Congre ss is cu rr entl y consi dering appropriating 51 billion fo r
a Basi c Grants program suppl ementing existing stud ent finan c ial
aid. Basi c Grants would be 51400
a y~ar per student, minushisfami Iy' s expected ' contr ibution . Con gress narrowly adopted an amend ment last spri'ng authorizing thi s
program . A House c ommittee ap peared deadlock ed, but NSL knew
an absent Congressman favorabl e
to the stud ent caus e and got hi m
to cast a ti e-breaking proxy . Even
though the full Hous e then r eject ed the program . the support of th e
House committee add ed to that of
the fu II Senate i nsu red th e program's authorization .
.
The Senate has passed an in crease in G. I. Bill ' monthly educational benefits for unmarri ed
veterans from the current 5175
to $250 to keep up with inflation .
The House voted ' only $200. Key
Senators Vance Harke (D-Ind.) and
Strom
Thurmond (R.S.C . ) and
Congressmen Olin Teague (0 .Tex.) and Charles Teague (R .Calif) are expected to comprom ise between $220 and $230 a month .
NSL is also fighting a House passed bill a II ow i ng emp I oyees to
pay ' students 80% of the regular
minimum wage or $1 .60 if the full
rate is $2.00 per hour . This bill
was designed ' mainly to benefit
certain users of low-paid youth .
Ray Kroc, chairman of McDon-

With the
money you
save on our
clothes you
could buy
thenew
Stones album.
Wrangler Jeans ~
Mr. Wrangler Sportswear
Wremember the 'W "is Silent.

Get your moneys worth at
Famous-Barr Company
Stix, Baer, and Fuller a'nd
Venture Stores

aid's Hamburgers, ha s repode dl y
made. over $250 ,OqO in campai gn
'contrlbut lOns In fu rtherance of the
r egressiv e r at e . . Th e Senate r ej ect ed thi s sub - mi ni mum wage r at e
so the i ss ue will co m e be f ol-e a
House- Senate confer ence co mmit •
tee .
Anoth er maj or success of the
obb y wa s getting the Senate t o
j ec lare itse lf in fa v or of stud ents
IS voting tru st ee.s and r ege nts. Th e
lill's sponsor , Sen. Fred Harri s
,D. - Oklal, call ed the l obby " A
ma j or f or ce" and the staff of the
late Sen. All en Ell ender (D .- La . )
said NSL' s w ork was outstanding .
Of 33 senators up for r ee lecti.on .
only fiv e vot ed aqain st th " hill.
Students at NSL ' s 140 m ember
schools, whi ch have a c ombin ed enrollment of nearly one m i llion , determin e thr ough a r ef er endum
those stands NSL tak es .
In add i ti on t o fi r st - hand exper ience with the Washingt on politi cal
system , NSL intern s receive academi c cr edit. Intern projects, of ten created by i ntern s. invo lve
monitoring the pr ogress of legis lation on bilingual edu cati on, Pri ce
Commission
acti on on tuiti on
room and board i nc r eas es, Af r i c~
pol icy, abortion, campus chi Id care
centers, youth air fares and anv
other issue on whi c h th er e i s ~
strong student consensu s . Intern s'
stays in Washington are sp onsored
by their student qovernments .
The National Student Lobby was
founded by two form er student body
preSIdents from B erk e ley and Notr e Dame who were frustrated by
short-term lobbying su ch as the
peac e efforts during the 1970 Cam bodian invasion . Model ed after the
successful Cal ifornia Student Lob by, NSL' s tax status enab I es it t o
be the only national organ i zation
able to bring pressure on Con gress on behalf of stud ents.
NSL is located on Cap i t ol Hill
in Washington .

Gentleman's
.JI~ANS

IF PERFECT

Reg. $ 797

2 99

NAME BRAND JEANS OF 50%
COTTON,50%FORTREL
POLYESTER IN WANTED
LaRS. PERMANENT PRESSNEVER NEEDS IRONING.
WAIST SIZES 28 to 38.
NORMANDY SHOPPING CENTER at
lucas & Hunt and Natural Bridge RoOds

-
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-- Football crushes Atnerican vvay
by Howard Friedman
. It's high time someone said something
nice about this University on these pages
Instead of always tearing it down . Tear!
Tear! Tear! '- - that's all these editors
know. Well, I for one have got the raw
. guts and spl it courage to speak up in
praise of UMSL. Yes, peopl e, there IS
something good in River(man) City . What,
you may ask, have you in mind? Gather
round and I shall tell all .
I salute thee UMSL for what thou are- one of the last bastions against commu..... nism in America. I thank the administration time and time again for having the
courage to keep that great red menac e
out of UMSL. Yes, UMSL had had the guts
to keep football off its campus. And as we
all know, football is a communist plot.
Football is obviously un - Am erican for,
among other things , it competes with that
great, all - around 100% pure American
game of baseball . Now baseball has to be
American bec al,ls e it was founded by Ab ner Doubleday, a U.S . Army veteran, back
In 1839 . And if a G. I. is behind something
It must be American. But who wer e the
early greats of football? Two of them
were Bronco Nagurski, pretty obviously
a Pole, and Jim Thorpe, an Indian . The
simple fact is that Poland is communist
and Indians are RED . While of the "real"
Americans that played football in the early
. days the greatest was Harold Grange whose
• nickname was "Red" - - a sure tipoff to his
politics : Nagurski, Thorpe, and Grange, -the L enin, Trotsky., and Stalin of Am erica
without a doubt .
Another exa mple of football's compliance with communism was during the Cuban Revolut ion. When Castro came to power in Cuba, Havana's baseball team, the
Suqarkings, left immediately; but did any
football team lea ve? Ha! One wasn't even

So God created man in His own
image
Genesis 1,27
Clarence Badman holstered his
smoking gun, as Gallerie writhed
agonizingly in the dust of his final
death throes . And little image
scarely three minds old, appeared with guns ablazing . In scant
minutes he stood alone, facing the
new horizon bravely.
. "Go West, young image" said
the
pickled old-timer swaying
madly between the blacksmith's
goalpoasts. image must move on,
the horizon beckoning him to new
d·eed·s. But ';"'here was the west,

thrown outl
Let us go now to a lesson in history .
The rise of football shows many indica tions of how it was influenced' by the Reds .
Before footl.;all the major sports were
baseball
and
Indian-fighting -- truly
Am encan pastl meso However, dt about the
same time that millions of immiqrants
started pouring in from such Red outposts
as Russia, Poland, and Italy (where the
largest Communist Party in the West is
based) football began its rise . It is not
mere coincidence that the first pro game
was held near the peak . of this immigration in 1895 and that the first league was
formed after the immigration had subsided and the people were settled in, in 1920.
These facts definitely show the correlation between the .sport and people from
communist and commie-inclined nations .
And , as additional proof, these people
settled in the.East and Northcentral States,
which is wher e football fi rst began; Canton (as in China), Ohio and Altoona, Pa . being the first major football centers . And
how does football glorify itself in this
~o untry? With the Rose Bowl and Super
Bowl; and roses ar.e REP and super is
what the ' commie gndmen want to be In
this country if we don't do something
soon. And football glories in violence and
violenc e brings blood and blood is red and
r ed is the color of communism.
Names too are an indication of how football is really communist ~ The REDskins
and the Big RED flaunt the commie colors
at us. But by far the most despicable act
of 'open difiance is the brazen name of the
San Franciso franchise. The Communist
Manifesto was first published in 1849 and
it is pretty obv i ous that the 49' ers were
named fpr just that reason . Don't forget
San Francisco is across from the commie
capital of Am erica -- B erkeley;whlcheven elected radicals to its council. Theen-

and could such meager beginnings
end in true happiness were the
questions asked by aged Aunt Nell
breathlessly . Lightning flashed in
the red-orange skies, and a voice
like thunder called deeply and
solemnly . UMSL! UMSL , young
image; for the midwest needs you
more than the west, and UMSL
more than all the rest.
In the year of Our Lord 1972,
image placed its entire future in
the small, sleepy town of UMSL.
image is a new I iterary magazine, for young aspiring writers
at UMSL . Aided by members of
the Engl.ish department, everyone
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ti re area smacks of communism but thanks
to the rest of Cal ifornia th e governor is
still a solid conservative American .
Football is even organized like th e
U .S.S.R. First, there is a dictator called
the coach along with the party chief,
known as the owner. Eac h team has about
60 players and sends out an 11 man presidium headed by a president known as
the quarterback .
It is obvious from this set-up that foot ball wishes to superimpose its system on
the U.S. The coach and owner would be
the president and vice-president. And,
this is th e clincher: Do you know how
many cabinet members there are in the
U.S. ? 12 -- just enough for the 11 men and
a kicker to boot. That there are no positions for senators and congressmen is no
coincidence . In this way football shows its
hatred for democracy . And don't forget
the huddles -- closed secret meetings .
Once football takes over, repression of
free speech wi II be rampant.
And finally, there is the uniform . Why '
do gndmen wear cleats( 10 tear up the
grass-roots of our free society. They are
weanng out America's soil so that it will
not produce. Therefore the good 01' USA
will be starved into submission .
Who does have a football team? Columbia, and let us not forget that Columbia
and Communism both start with the same
two letters . This is no coincidence, which
also starts with the same two letters. C - O
IS carbon monox'ide that is how lethal football can De IT we allow It to proliferate.
Again, I salute you great UMSL but in
the same breath knowing that we have a
football fan . as a president. Oh, whatever
will become of us?
. I apologive for going off the deep end a
bit With that crusade against the commies
but nevertheless there is still time to repent and save Am erica. Do not buy anymore tickets to football games ; close

is hoping for a big success . For
those of you who would like to
contribute, there are boxes in the
English Department office, andbe hind the information desk in the
University Center. Or send them
to:

down Notre Dame, deport th e Chi cago
B ears ba ck to wh er e th ey came from,
and burn your sport sections from Octo - .
ber to February. Let us crus h Football
before it crushes us and th e American
way!
Thank you and God bl ess.

image
University of Missouri at St.
Louis
c/ o English Department, Lucas
Hall
St. Louis, Mo . 63121

Trom sen!'t'y and decelJtion
in high places. come home;
America.

On November 7
Vote Democratic
McGovern-Shriver '72
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JEWELRY'S FINEST CRAFTSMEN

in the
University Center
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Scott Camil on Vietnam

Jewish Students

by JUdy K lamon

Hillel Luncheon Forum

!I~~~ Speaker:

l~l~ ~ ~

Hannah Stanford
!~ ~ ~ ~ Student Struggle for Soviet

11
ft

Topic "The Crisis

Jewry~~~~~1~j

I

.

.

of the Jewish people,,1

Scott Ca'mil, veteran against the
war , indicted for conspiracy to in terrupt the Republican convent ion
in April was featured as a witness
to the war crimes in Vietnam and
as a spokesman againsttheadministration who has perpetuated the
"1984 era" of the United States.
Camil's trial was scheduled to
be held on October 10 of this year .
However, the date was set ahead
in order to ,,'lIow the veterans to
raise money, and toenablethejury
to read the newspapers before the
trial so that an intell igent decision
could be'"ffiade at the polls on electio~day ..

--Ir~gM~~;:i~:~k~:~,~::~lMWMili§1
PIECES
--EIGHT

Wher asked if he thought that the
federal governmentwouldwintheir
case,
Scott replied, "I am extremely confident that I wi II not
be convicted. The government has
lost all recent conspiracy cases;
the one against Harrisburg, the one
against the Chi ca go Seven , not to
mention Angela Davis and B enja min Spock."

of

" Th e credibi I ity gap between
what we are t old an d what is rea lly
happening is not unique to the
Vi etnam War . It occurred in the
war against th e Japanese as we ll
as the Am eri ca n Indian" commented Camil.
'
"I do not understand the massive support for N ixon. One would
think that after the wheat deal with
Russia, the Watergate conspiracy,
the incrBase in the war, as well
as the ITT case, that individuals
would run as far away from Nixon
as possible .

11:00 A.M.

to

1:00 A.M.

MON. THRU SAT.
NO COVER
CHARGE

UB_~1!L' ~

---

]Finest Juh"

featuring

"OUR DAIL Y BREAD"
FOLK ROCK MUSIC
EVERY NIGHT AT- 9:00

7:1] 2

~ ATlJ H\L

BRlDGE

r .....-----="""'. . . . ..., - -------

.! .)

MUSIC Co.

.

There are more individuals dying as a result of the war In Vietnam under N ixon than under any
other president. There is a 67%
rise in unemployment since Nixon
took office, from 3.3 to 5.5%. Nixon also dropped the war full scale
into Laos and Cambodia . The only
difference is that the infantry is
being replaced with electr.onics.
But what is th e difference between
Calley and 30 tons of bombs?

---

"the war crimes that were
committed in World War II were
tried and the offenders were executed '.. Today ther e are just as
many war crime~ being committed
and everyone is going scot free."
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There should be no hesitation to attack the Ralph
Naders, the Herbert Markus ' and others who openly seek destruction of
the system. There should
not be the slightest hesitation to pres s, vigorously in all political arenas
for support for the enterprise
system. Nor
should ther e be reluctance to penalize politically those who oppose it.
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A HOT TEAM
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"When the Supreme Court ordered that the four that were held
in contempt be rel eased on bail,
the government attorney commented that what the veterans had done
was worse than a criminal act
that they had defied the court sys ~
tem by r efusing to t estify .

---

=

E

"By the end of the week and the
end of the democratic convention
there were eight people that they
had not spoken to . All the rest of
us refused to testify . They randomly held four people in contempt and indicted six of us even
though no one said anything to them .
The four people that were in jai I
on contempt are now out for ille gal wire tapping .

','When an individual is c alled
before th e grand jury and he answers th e questions and the questions are contrary t o what the gov ernm ent beli ev es is true, th e individual may go t o ja il for perjury .
"If one co nfesses to th e charges, he is senttojailforconspiracy. If one refuses to answer, he
goes to jail for contempt. The use
rhe irony of the i ndi ct m ent is
immunity law supposedly means
that during th e week of th e Repubthat your testimony cannot be used
li c an co nventi on, the veterans were
again st you. But your testimony
com m ended by th e pol ice and offica n be used against another and
cia s for good conduct . In order to
another against you if you both say
establish good relationships with
the same thing against each other
law officers, the vet erans held sen under the use immunity clause."
sitivity sessions with them before
Cam i I contended that the Suthe convention. They also worked
preme Court is in the business of
with Cubans and seQior citizens.
circumventing the rights of citi zens and not in serving the public .
"Shortly before his appointment
Am ong the topics of conversa tion at the presentation was th e . Lewis Powell, Jr. urged business
leaders, in a confidential memo, to
prejudice of th e government not onuse the court as a social, ec onomic
ly against the veterans against the
and
political
instrument.
He
war but every citizen of th e United
recommended a militant, political
States.
action program ranging from the
courts to the campuses. His 33page memo is being circ ulated
C ami I explained :
among top corporate executives
"24 of the m embers of UUAW
by the U .S. Chamber of Commerce.
were served a subpoena before
From the memo:
the grand jury. This co incided w ith
the opening of the Democrati c convention. Thepeoplethatwereserved the subpoenas were the heads
Business must learn the
of every UUAW Chapter from F lor ida ,. the heads of Texas, Arkansas
lesson that political poand Louisiana, New York and Alawer is necessary- that
bama. We claimed that the request
such power must be acidfor our appearance all at th e same
uously
cultivated and
time was in bad faith . The government insisted that it was in good
when necessary it must
faith and that our presen ce was
be used aggressively and
necessary to the case. Th ey rewith
d e t ern ina t ion.
fused to stagger our app earance .
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Camil sighted the case of General Yamashita in WWII who was
tried and executed in spite of be ing 1000 miles away from his
troops who were committing war
atrocities . In spite of his lack of
contact, it was held that a commander in chief must be in command of his troops .
"Who is in command of the United States troops?'" demanded Camil.
In addition, Camil suggested that
as in the Nuremberg trials, cor poration executives who comply
or encourage the government's
policies should be triedforcrimes
against nature and peace .
"The same precedents that were
set at Nuremberg should be set
here," said Camil.
Corporations that were sighted
for
co mplying and encouraging
governmental policy were Speary
Rand Corporation , along with Dow
Chemical .
"These two corporations are
producing weapons that are expl icitly outlawed by th e Hagu e and Geneva co nventi ons," accus ed Cam i I.
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"From the waste of idle
hand s to the joy of useful
labor. come home. America."

On November 7
Vote Democratic
McGovern-Shriver '72
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Evaluation: A matter of course
Courw evaluation is merely one manifestation of the desire to inform students
as to the qual ity of the classes for which
they wi II be registering.
If circulated to all the classes for
completion it could be a comprehensive
informative piece of machinery. Last year,
as a part of an experimental program,
course evaluation forms were ci rculated to
only a few classes .
An equallv effective piece of machinery
would be the publication of the failure
rate within classes . Harvard IS one of the
nationally acclaimed schools which undertakes this project professiona Ily and seriously with a systematic approach, using
a computer to compile all of the data. The
pUblication of the date would be based on
the year previous, due to the class schedules being published in the semester be fore enrollment. (i .e. the failure rates of
courses that' were scheduled for Winter
73 would be based on the previous V>(in ter semester -- that of 1972. This would
facilitate the students choice in courses
for the upcoming semester . )
Fai lure rates would be highly inadequate

if they were not circulated along with
course evaluations. Failure rates tend to
be deficient in reflecting the quality of
the class as well as the courses . The
comprehension of the students enrolled in
a particular course could be unusually
high, thus the failure rate low. A student
with a low capacity for comprehension
might be fooled by the rate, consequently
enrolling in a course much to his dislike.
Likewise it would be highly inappropriate
to suggest that the faculty subm it thei r
classes to every desi re of the student.
However, th e two · procedur~s of evaluating courses would perhaps force the university to view more realistically the
needs of its students, barring of course,
paran0ia of the faculty.
The realms of the classroom have been
frightingly impenetrable - a situation nm
conduc i ve to prog ress i ve commun i cat ions,
nor proper in a learning community. It
is for these reasons that tangible ~vld~nce
of successful classroom envi ronment
could be considered a step in the right
direction.
JUDY

u.s. response to lynching -- a
.,.

In a letter to the Current last week several peopl e said that theyfe ltthe U.S . gov ernment was guilty of genocide. In thi s
article w e wi II substantiate that charge
by reviewing the incidents of lynchings
in this country since 1882 and the govern ment's ·response . We th ink that the lynchings are a form of genocide and that the
inaction of the U .S. government, wh en it
had knowledge of the lynchings and the
power to end them, was com pli city in
genocide. Complicity in genocide is pun ishable under the U .N . genocide conven tion.
B etween 1882 and 1892 there were over
1400 lynchings of black people . B etwee n
1900 and 1915. 1100 blacks wer e lynched.
In 1917; 38 blacks were lynched. in 1918;
58, in 1919; 76, in 1920; 61, in 1921 ; 63.
In 1922 there were 51 blacks lynched, 30
of them after being held by the police.
So the story continues, year after yea r.
The numbers cannot portray the t error .
the other forms of harrassment. the psycho logi cal torment for millions of peopl e. One might think that with Roos evelt's
"new deal " the story changes . In 1933 ;
24 blacks were lynched, 15 in ,1934. An
anti-lynching bill written by Senator Co stigan of Colorado and Senator Wagner of
New York was propos ed . The NAACP
sponsored the bil 'l and placed large banners outside its New York office every
day a man was lynched. The NAACP was
unsuccessful in its attempt to have Pres ident Roosevelt endorse the bi II and it did
not pass .
The lynchings continued through the

thirties, fourties and fifties , though in
smaller numbers . tj e'twl!en 1947 and 1962;
12 blacks wer e lynched. in 1949 and 3 in
1955 . (All th e abov e statistics from Peter
B ergman and that Bergman, "The Chron -_
ol og ica l History of the Negro in Am erica.
In analyzing the dec line in lynchings we
should keep in mind that Ivn chinos an' "
form of political terror . Klan lynchings
were Instruments 'In reversing th e m eager gains by blacks and poor whites dur ing r econstruction . For instance, blacks
had gained the right to vote. The Klan
lynched black people who exercised that
right. Eventually the terror, achieved i ts
purpose of rev ersing th ese gains . So, it
was natural that lynchings would decline.
What was the U.S . government's re spons e to these lynchings? We have alr eady mentioned the anti-lynching bill of
1934, which Roosevelt did not endorse.
This wasn't the first time a bill had been
introduced against lynching. The Dyer anti-lync hing bill was introduced in April,
1921. Ac co rding to the NAACP. 28 persons wer e lynched betwe en Apri I and De cember. whil e Congress debated the bill
(which was not passed).
. One might think that the attitude of the
government towards lynching was not
drastically different. that big government
figures have by now discarded their indifference toward this form of genocide .
This is not the case.
When in 1949 . the government argued
for approval of the U.N . genocide convention before the Senate Foreign Relations
:ommittee, its case was presented by

CURRENT
The Current is the student publication of the
University of Missouri - St. Louis . It is publish'!d
weekly and financed in' part by student activity
fees . We are represented for National Advertising
bv National Educational Advertising Services. Inc .
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"Hello. I am Training Sergeant Hendrix. For the next six
weeks ~.alll going to be your mother and father .. .you will say sir
when .. .

forDl of genocide?

then A ssistant Secretary of State Dean
The Subcommittee studying the Convention recommended a comprom ise . Th ev
Rusk .
Th e main question debated was wheth- propos ed ratification of the convention with
er or not the convention banned lynch- the reseravtion that lynching be specifiing . Lib erals and conse rvatives alike cally not included. Even this failedto pass
the Senate!!!
agreed that if it banned lynching, it was
una cceptibl e. Conservatives argued that
Th e ABA and the southern senators were
according to the co nvention, lynching was
right . Lynching is genocide according to
the convention. However. this is not the
genocide; lib erals sai d it was not.
.
Sen . M cMahon: That is important . They
main point. As late as 1949. government
must have the intention to destroy the
representatives, liberals and conservatives alike. took the attitude that lynchi ng
whol e group.
is not all that bad .
Mr . Rus k: That is co rr ect.
Sen. McMahon : In oth er words , an action
The figures on lynchings show clearly
genocide against black peopl e with racism
leve led against one or two of a race or re being the basis of such madness. What's
ligion would not be. as I understand it. the
crime of genocide. Th ey must have the inmore. the U .S. gove rnment opposed anti lync hing legislat ion for a consi derab '
tenti on to go through and kill them a II.
Mr . Rusk : That is co rrect. This contime and ignored the activities of th e ',,,
Klux Klan . The U.S. government hac' ' :',e
vention does not aim at the violent expower to put a stop to Jynchings- - i' ··. j n't
pression of prejudi ce which is directed
against individual m embers of groups . -:lo it. Rath er th e qove rnment sat ir ~ ;el"ce.
In a letter in the last issueof ~r" "CurB'ased on this , Rusk urged that the Con I'ent," SDS pointed out the para ! ;<0: 1between
vention be adopted. Sol icitor General Peri man further 'c larifi ed the government's lynchings and poli ce killings i n tneghetto.
position. He emphasized that genocide I"ow lynchings are relati' Iv rare. while
would only be defin ed as a plan to kill all police shootings are co' rr.on . And wl'len
m embers of a group . A plan to kill, say b lack people rebel, whether on col 10% would be perfectly all right . He , too, I('ge cam puses like J 2<.:kson state (in 1968
ai' d 1970), T ex as Southern Univ. (1968).
urged ratification .
Arguing against Rusk . the American and Tennessee State or in the ghettos.
Bar Association, Strom Thurmond . and cops are there s~/Joting. The U .S. governother Southern represe ntatives pointed out ' ment turned thr other way to allow lynch that the Convention was very expl icit as
"Intent to destroy. in whol e or in part ings to goon. It is much more directly
involved in present -day killings of black
(emphasis added). a nati onal. ethnical,
racial or religious group ." They felt that people . Either way , it is guilty of comlynching definitely did fall under this pli ci ty in genocide. We will discuss ghetto
heading . Therefore , the Convention should rebell ions and day to day pol ice terror in
the ghetto in later articl es.
not be passed . they arguesL

Applications for editor of the UMSL Current
for the term Jan. 1973-74, should be submitted to the editor, 256 University .Center, no
later than Nov. 3.
Duties of the Editor a re as follows:
r{>sponsible for the editorial policy as
well as the management of the paper;
responsible to the .university community and the committee on student
publications for the production ofa paper that is in keeping with goals of
an educational com m unity . Hiring of
the staff is the perogative of the edItor
with the exception of tr. ~ business
manager who is to be selected by the
:::ommittee. The la-::k o f specific duties is intentional. The editorship is
what you make it. For further information, contact Judy at the ~dito
rial office of the Current, 256 UnIversity Center .
Included should be a resume ofC!ualifications
and your reasons for applyi:lg . All applicatio ns "/i!! b€ forwarded to the 2tudf'nt Publi~ati o~' s '- :'}mmittee . Applicants will be interview l>cJ and seiected by the committep .
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Letters: vox populi, vox dei
Dear Editor:
There has been some concern as to what
happened to the results of lastsemester's
Central Council Course Evaluation, which
is justifiabl e. Due to procedural difficulties involving the processing of the optical
scan sheets used in answering the questionaire, our printed edition will not be
available to the public until the second
week of November - in time for pre ~
registration . The evaluations will be
available at the Information desk in the
University Center and the tables set up
in the lobby of the administration building during pre-registration .
Starting Nov . 6, the Fall 1973 Central
Council Course Evaluation will be con ducted in selected classes . The results
of this evaluation will be available in
late January or early February .
The Course Evaluation Committee asks
everyone to (1) useonlypencilwhenmarking the ·optical scan sheets, 2) answer
all the questions on the questionaire, 3)
record any comments on the backside of
the optical scan sheet, not the printed
front .
During the winter semester a new
course evaluation questionaire is being
planned, and an appropriate program designed . I invite any and all advice, comments, and particularly help, in revising
our present evaluation instrument. My
invitation is to everyone; but particularly
to the UMSL faculty:
Charles E. Callier, Jr.

Course Evaluation Director
To the Editor,
I n a letter to The Current, John Mullen
complains that those who oppose admissions tests are attacking the "standards
and values" which, he believes, justify
such tests.
Admission exams test two sorts of
things. Primarily, they test a person· s
vocabulary and knowledge about the everyday world . But what is everydayknow-.
ledge to :-niddle class students need notbe
what is everyday knowledge to a black
worker. Middle class students may know
who Mozart was or what an appertif is; but
they are not I ikely to know who Issac
Hayes is or what A .D.C . or a shop
steward is. We don't feel that the kind of
knowledge a middle-class student is likely
to have is more important or better than
the kind of knowledge blacks or other
working-class people are likely to have.
So tests which discriminate against the
latter forms of knowledge are not val id
criteria of admission.
Second, admission exams may test certain skills in math ., reading, writing, etc.
(But, since the tests of reading and writing
skills are couched in middle-clas:;vocabulary, they do not fairly test a person who
has the skills yet lacksamiddle-clas·svocabulary . ) Even if this were all they
tested, we would sti II oppose admission
tests for the following reason : students
from working-class families may score
lower because they have gone to school
where these skills were not taught, were

badly taught, or were "taught" by teachers
who thought thei r students were "stupid"
and couldn't learn; they went to schools
that were overcrowded, where there were
several classes in one room, inadequate
texts, no fancy teaching equipment-- one
could go on and on.
Students who want to go to college
should not be denied admission just because they have suffered from a racist
and anti-working-class school system.
City schools should, of course, be better;
but that's no excuse for the university to
discriminate against students who graduate from these schools . If this means
that the university must add courses to
teach skills not taught in the high schools,
then it should do so.
Mr. Mullen implies that such people
as Andrew Carnegie and George Washington Carver rose to the top because they
had greater ability than other people. He
suggests that those who don't score well
on admission tests have less ability than
those who do. For the reasons given in
this letter, we reject this idea . One of the
most pernicious things about admissions
exams is that they reinforce the racist
and anti-working class notion that those
who "make it" in this society are better
than those who suffer from high unemployment, low paying jobs, and lousy
schools.
Signed,
Jeffrey A . Scott
Mary Kay Agnew
Robert Erdelen

Mary Wi Ilenborg
Paul Gomberg
Vicki Fortner
Dan Lehocky
Don Frischmann
To the Editor,

r

UMSL students, do you think parking
fees are too high or unfair? Here are
some facts concerning other campus'
parking fees and facilities.
The community colleges charge $ .50
per credit hour, maximum $7.50 per semester . The parking facilities consist of
only parking lots. Wash U . charges $12 per
year and has lots only . Fontbonne $5 per
semester with lots only. SLU has one lot
that requires a parking sticker at $25 per
semester . They have other lots that cost
$ .25 per day which is cheaper in the long
run . UMSL charges $25 per semester for
lots and garages .
The ·community college parking fee goes
into one large maintenance fund . Fontbonnes' goes to maintenance . Wash U and
SLU go into general University Funds . It
has been said that 100% of the fees collected at UMSL goformaintenanceandtobuild
new garages .
Th.e re will be petitions being circulated
around the campus asking that the parking
fees be lowered at least by 50% for students
and faculty . If you agree please make a
point to sign one of these petitions . Thank
you .
Bob Printz
Rita Fitzgerald

Education low priority for Nixon
Paradoxical indeed, does it seemforthe
president to declare the week of October 22
as national education week and then turn
around and thoroughly veto a 30 billion
dollar health, education, and welfare package while Congress is out of session, all
in the name of increased taxes . He did
however, manage to approve increased
defense spending and state department
approproations. Apparent.ly he not only
has a perverted sense of priorities, but
deems it his right to bypass the perogative of the Congress to overide his veto .
The Department of Defense is closely
associated with the Pentagon' which is
currently uti I izing 11,916 forms for various purposes .
The Department of State, let us see, who
knows, manages state affairs? I am sorry,
truth or consequences - a one way trip.
to a land destroyed- ~Vietnam where there

I

are close to 30 billion bomb craters,
25 billion of which were created during
the Nixon Administration.
Now for the right answer - The State
Department gives its attention to the
economic and political affairs of every
other country but the one it represents
-- oh excuse me, I mean --. They also
"keep together" the threads of diplomacy
and manage foreign service . In other
words, they are the primary agent of
foreign affairs.
'
The Secretary of State is the principal
advisor to the president and Congress
in the determination and execution of
thousands of Vietnamese, I mean foreign
policy . The ranking department head in
the State Department represents his department on the National Security' Coun ci I. The counci I appraises the president's
objectives, commitments and risks of the
United States in relation to the coun-

current classified

try's
actual and potential defensive
strength . The Secretary of State also gives
policy guidance to other agencies carrying on functions in the field of foreign relations . State department policy guidance
is also supplied to U.S. Information agencies concerned with indoctrinating - winning understanding of the American point
of view and way of life . (The hell with
other forms of life). indoctrination among the leaders of Dublicopinion, (Pres ident Thieu) of foreign countries .
To where oh where does our money do
good? Down in the Gitchy Goomy Swamp of
the Defense Department.
When was the last time your scholarship got cut? When was the last time you
. had to pay outrageous hospital costs and
occupy yourself in an "Emergency waiting room" when your child was gagging
to death? When was the last time you re ceived a significant welfare check?

I

. . .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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McDonald Board contributes to Nixon
Ray Kroc, Board Chairman of
McDonald's drive- in restaurants,
is reported to have contributed
over $250,000 to the 1972 Nixon
campaign inordertokeeptheminimum wage at $1 .60 per hour for
students under 21 and youth under
18; when the rate for other work ers is raised to at least $2 per
hour. Although K roc has deni ed
that the purpose of the contr ibutions was to influence legislation,
the major beneficiaries of the subminimum wage for students would
be franchises I ike McDonald's and
other employers of low-paid youth .
The House has passed a minimum wagebillwithasub-minimum
wage provision. The Senate-passed
verrion has no such provision. On
October 3rd, the House refused for
a second time to send its version
to conference committee with the
It is now questionable
Senate.
whether. any minimum wage legis-

:~t,'~:;;'~fbt~;~,:::~;:~no9th'fi-

The doctor's bag
by Arnold Werne r, M.D ./CPS

a qui ck experiment, I whipped out
QUESTION: Enclosed is an ad from my tape measure and rounded up a
a magazine that suggests that a
,few volunteers . I had them simulate
woman can increase her bustline
the poor posture illustrated in the
three to five inches. It is based on
magazine ad and measured them . I
an exerciser. Please comment.
then had them stand properly and
Does it work?
remeasured them. All subjects inANSWER: The ad is forthe Mark
creased their bustline by at least
Eden Developer and Bustline Contouring Course. It shows the usual two inches, including myself and
another man who volunteered for
before and after pictures _.- womthe experiment. The women in the
en increasing their bust from 34
ad were very well endowed to beor 35 inches to 39 or 40 inches in
gin with and I am sure that an upjust eight weeks. Indeed, the picI ife bra would account for another
tures look impressive . But clos inch or two . There is little doubt
er examination revealed that all
that exercise resulting in better
the women in the "before" picposture and increased strength of
tures had very poor posture and
certain muscles in the chest can
since they were fullyclotheditwas
maxil1}ize a bustl ine, but it cannot
impossible to tell whatkindofsup make the breast itself any larger .
porting bra they were wearing . The
I think that you would be perfectly
"after" pictures, in addition to
safe to follow the recommendations
demonstrating better posture, also
in the ad, but I doubt that you have .
have the women wearing bikini
to spend $9 .95 for an exerciser to
bathing suits with a top that looks
find out what to do. Check with the
like it gives· considerable uplift.
people inthephysical education deSeizing upon the-opportunity to do
partment of your school.
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YES Borders
'Close to Edae'
By Brur.e Barth

Bach and Britten to be performed
The Missouri Singers and the Un- Louis Symphony Orchestra , the
iversity of Missouri - St. Louis , Ronald Arnatt Chorale, and alto
Chorus, under the direction of Dr . Gwendolyn Killebrew at Powell
Ronald Arnatt, will present a joint Symphony Hall, December 14, 16,
concert Friday, November 3, at and 17, for performances of
8 :30 p.m . in the J .C. Penney Aud - Brahms ' Alto Rhaps ody and Proitorium on the campus . The pub - kofiev's dramatic cantata Alexlic
is invited
free of charge.of This
ander
is the
first performance
the _
_ _Nevsky
_ _ _. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

When Tony Kaye and Peter Banks
left the group Yes to form their own
rock group, Flash. itmadeonefact
far too clear : one group was going
to have to alter its style if either
was to survive . Yes sounded too
season by the UMSL choruses .
much like Flash .. . or rather Flash
The fi rst ha If of the program
sounded too much I ike parentwill be devoted to the Missouri
group Yes . Undoubtedly due to the
Singers performa'nce of music
extreme influence Yes had on by Johann Sebastian Bach, Halsey
Kaye's musical style . So, rather
Stevens, Thomas Weelkes, and
Webster College : Three one-act
than waiting for their rivals to
Henry Purcell . The Singers are plays, " A Pretty Row of Ribbons,"
make the move, Yes took the inthe university's el ite choral group. by Brian Gear; '-'Birdbath ," by
itiative to change .
Student soloists Jan Prokop and Leonard Melfi ; and "ASlightAche,"
But now a new problem has aSusan Statler will be featured in by Harold Pinter, Thursday
risen . It appears that Yes, intheir
works from Purcell's Dido and through Sunday at 8 :20 p.m. at the
quest to reach out into new realms
. Aeneas, an opera fi rst produced Loretto-Hilton Center, 130 Edgar
of rock music . has invaded the
Road . Tickets, $2 .50, students
territory of another famous Brit- in 1689.
Benjamin Britten's st. Nicolas $1 .50.
ish rock group, Emerson, Lake &
cantata will be the major work
Fontbonne College : "Tartuffe ,"
Palmer. Though the seeds were
in 'the second half of the pro- a classic farce by Moliere, at 8
always there, never have the sim gram, to be devoted to the UMSL p.m., Thursday through Saturday,
ilarities been so blatant. Those Chorus. Visiting artist Howard
. 2 and 7 p.m . on Sunday at the
fortunate enough to attend the SIU
Suther land, tenor, will be the so- college theater . Admission, $2.00
concerts feating both Yes and Emloist in the part of St. Nicolas . at niaht $1 .50 for matinee .
erson, Lake & Palmer can testify
Both choruses will join the St.
to this fact. But those who couldn't
make the River Festival shows can
get ample proof through listening
-to the group's latest L P, "Close
To the Edge . "
The album is an exciting one,
displaying many of the characteristics of the group's earl ier L P's .
Although thei r attempts at formulating meaningful lyrics sometimes fail, they are, for the most
part, better than average. But one
who tries to study the words wi II
miss the best part of the album -the superb instrumental work again achieved by the group .
The instrumental portion of the
record is at least par to that of the
album "Fragile," that proved to
be one of the year's most commercially successful rock discs .
Though Rick Wakeman is nowhere
near the stature of Keith Emerson, he does a great job on key- '
boards . Chris Spier is always .ex- .
cellent on bass, and Steve Howe
seems flawless. Jon Anderson's
high
tenor
voi ce, sometimes
sounding as if it were on the brink
of expiring, has nontheless one of
the most exciting pair of vocal
cords to make it into the rock
scene for s-ome time.
Those who saw Yes at the Mis sissippi River Festiv'al heard the
album's entire second side. Two
songs split up this side (three
comprise the entire record), and
~ach is very good; that is, after
the album is played a few times.
At fi rst, it seems that the group
simply threw a mess of semisongs together haphazardly. But
after the forth playing, the congruency suddenly appears, and the
melody transitions seem mu~h
smoother.
The second side (or actually
the first), is almost as good, al though the nineteen minute marathon may be a bit tedious at
times. But the total effect of the
album is great. It looks like another winner for Yes, despite the
similarities to EL&P .

37th Anniversary Sale

Nov. 13 through Nov. 25th

Natural Foods
Supplements
Special Diet Foods
Lots of

FREE Samples

Tongs Special Foods
8412 Olive St. Rd.

997-0540

63132

UMSL

.FOR

NIXON

WE FEEL THAT A MAN OF QUIET EXCELLENCE
POSSESSES AN OVERWHELMING POWER

FUTURE CPA'S
Learn Now About the
next CPA Exam.
Becker CPA Review
ST. LOUIS

TO BUILD A BETTER WORLD.
AS· MEMBERS OF A COMMUNITY

LoUU.,.,. . ,

314421-6250

OUR SUCCESSFUL STUDENTS REPRESENT

DEDICATED TO REASON AND EXCELLENCE,
WE SUPPORT RICHARD NIXON.
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Calling

~

~

)

by Mark G. Roberts
She was just a free-lance photographer shooting
pictures out at the shipyard. "Who knows," she
thought, "Maybe I can get some prints of thi s place
accepted by the syndicate papers as an article in
their Sunday supplements."

Accepted. All he ever wanted out of this life was
to be accepted. Not by people; their coldness toward
him had done nothing but turn him away from "humanity. " He wanted to be accepted by what he loved
most in life: the ocean.
The blue waters of the Pacific came right up to the
different stalls where thousands of men labored to
clothe the frames of the ships. "They look like an
army of ants," she mused. "I wi sh I had access to a
hel icopte r, though; a shot down through the gull s would
add just the perspective of the ant-army that I'd
want. "

Sea gulls. So beautljul, so graceful, so free. Free
to roam out over the ocean whenever the urge touched
them. Never confined toa sick bed while a doctor said
some name that you'd never understand or remember. "It's what you've got," he said--thatyou understood; it led to what crushed you. "But listen to me,
Sammy . No more out on the water alone anymore.
You might have another seizure and"
"Another what?"
"Seizur~, Sammy, seizure . .. a fit. You know,
Sammy . .. what you had. Anyway, ifyou had another
<?ne out there," he said, extending his arm out rny
window over my choppy blue backyard, "you' just
miffht not be asfortunate as last time .."
'((1 should be so lucky " . . .

It was a great angle: tight through the long line of
steel-webbed frames. "My luck's running good today.
A few more like that and my rent for the next few
months will be nothing more.than a check in that landlord's hands." She switched to a 200mm telephoto for a study of the towers and cranes. "Damn," she muttered, "I left my zoom at home. If someone's there,
maybe I can call . . .

. . . as to be called when I'm out in my little boat
fishing." But the doctor said no, so Sammy sold his
boat so he could pay for the medicine that would at
least allow him to keep his job out on one of the
cranes at the shipyard. He was sorry now that he
did; he felt alone.

"Optimism, Sammy, " his mother--long since
gone--had told him over and over and over again.
"Look for the good tl; ing s. "
. . . and have 'em bringthe lens out." AfterfumbI ing in her purse for the change that wasn't there,
she decided against calling home. "I'll just look for
the best shots with the lenses I've got."
She switched her 200 to F-22@1/60th ofa second
and started il sequence of the cranes that hung over
the ships' towers. It was hard to focus; the ocean
wind kept blowing her long hair in front of the lens.
Even though ~t interfered with her work, she didn't
really mind the wind; the gentle whistle it made as
it hurried through the steel labyrinths surrounding
her was quite soothing.

"Sam-my. "
He turned and faced the voice, asking "What do
you want?" --Oh my God, he had justanswered open
air; he was talking to nothing but the wind. He waited,
then testing, repeated, "What do you want?"
"You, Sammy. "
He turned a quick three-sixty: No one around, he
was completely alone. Was he having another fit? .
Maybe, but for some reason, he wasn't shaken like
the other times; he justhadthatall-overgood feeling
that he used to have when he went in his little boat
far out on the ocean. Sammy was suddenly quite
calm. " Thl1:f's it," he thought, ((I'm finally here.
Oh, I knew It I knew It I knew it I knew it! I'm talking
to"
"Yes, Sammy, it's me. Has it been so long that
you've forgotten?"
"No, " he said, almost shame-faced, and walked
near the edge of the crane. The water was at his
feet, two hundred feet below, but he wasn't worried;
She mumbled "nerves as strong as the ships they
build" to no one in particular as she took a few
frames of a man . high up on one of the cranes. She
tried to focus in on what the man was measuring with
his outstretched arms .

He had finally been accepted. Sammy rose to embrace what had reached for him.
Her scream didn't prevent her photographer's instinct of tal<"ing the last picture of Samuel .

The Trip
"Hello?"
The voice came over, clear and
magical, a fantastic tim e machine
transporti ng memory, body and
imaginati.on back twenty years,
sweeping away the intervening tim e
with a flick of the wrist . . .
It was a beautiful spring day ,
electrically humming with the buzz
of i nseds and the chi rps and songs
of hidden birds . The sun descended
in drifting t enta c les, too lazy to
pie rce the dense fo I i age of the
trees above and settl ing for pouring thr oug h hol es in the leafy roof
and descending genfly upon the
moist green fur of the earth, i Iluminating the grove's interior with a
soft and soothing glow.
. They walk ed through hand in
hand, bathing in the coo lness of the
woods, now and then hitting a patch
of sunlight and stopping, letting it
course through their veins, soaking
up the warmness and timelessness
and then hesitantly venturing out of
the magical c ircle, the coolness 'at
first shocking and then tingling .
Her e and there were rocks,
stones whi chhadwaitedu nceas ing Iy for thousands of years. S efo r e,
then by the ruins, tumbled co lumns
and
strewn
out stones and

One Cent Saturnalia

Smiling hunchbacks know
and form arm-in-armchorus lines
with happy dwarves
and blind pencil sellers
whistling "I Lov e Paris in the
Springtime "
tney all lean· ba ckwards
together
dancing
high kicking the sky
One of them found
a juicy fruit silver foil rainbow .

hot humility for sale; get it
wh ile it lasts
there's
a Raven
waiting somewhere
with
a coconut cream
pi e
for You
watch out!
Sy Chuck Wolff

Peace
The value of peac e
Is never apprecia ted .
Our tribal habits
And illogical nature
Cause our chi Idish habits of
Greed,
Jealousy ,
Vengeance.
We teach chi Idren
Peace,
Love,
Unse Ifishness .
While Concurrently
We demonstrate to them
Hate,
Prejudice,
Avarice .
How can we expect
To advance
Our civilization,
Whi Ie double standards
Exist?
When we practi ce
Compassion,
Understanding ,
And Consideration,
Then and only then
Wi II we become
Fulfilled as human beings .
There will be
No Wars,
Or Crimes .
- Sandra M. Kohen

by Scott Davison
crumbling walls, all upon a carpel
of grass the color of emerald's
blood, jewels of all colors dotting
the place, raising their heads on
crystal green stems .
The two halted, gazing before
them in wide-eyed wonder, gazing
at each other, their eyes reflecting the beauty of the place likesilver mi rrors that were doors to an other world. No words passed between them; words did not exist
here, words wer e not needed, just ·
open eyes and awake minds.
Then, as if breaking free from
the spell, they ran towards th e
walls , dodging flowers arid leaping
over stones. The place was theirs
.and at the same time they belonged
to it. . .
.
"Hello, . Ren ee?" he repl ied,
"this is Chris.
How are ya?"
" L.nns . . . "
The
time
mac hine whirl ed,
wheels and cogs grinding furiously, merging past, present, and future, turning yesterday, today, and
tomorrow into one.
It was a bea utiful spring afternoon and two people walked hand
in hand through anci ent ruins, the
plush grass silencing their foot steps.

"You know,"
he said softly,
"I'm going to live in these ruins some day. I know I'll do it -- I
mean, I have to! This is the most
beautiful place in the world!"
"Sure," she answered, "we'll
sleep under the stars with the
grass for a mattress and a stone
wall to shield us from the wind
and the quiet symphony of insects
and night sounds to lull us to
sleep ."
"And our days wi II be full of
sunshine and happiness and gentle
rains .. . " And they stared around
th em in silence and they could
faintly heat: laughter, past or future they did not know, carried on
the wind .
"You know," he said, "if I ever
have children I'll want' them to
grow up here. How could they 'turn
out to be anything but beautiful?"
Sounds of children's laughter
played in her mind , then fadi ng . . .
"It's tim e to go," she reminded
with a sigh.
Sadly, reluctantly, they moved
away , not wanting to leave, feeling
the magi c fleeing, draining away
with each retraced step.
" One day I'll call you," he said,
"and I' ll say, 'hello, Ren ee', 'thi s
is Chris' and you might say, 'Chris

who?'" he laughed quietly, "or with the sounds of chi Idren playing and cars passing, the sounds
you might remember, and I'll say,
"I'm going back to our ruins, do of trees growing and the earth
you want to come?' and you'll breathing . Time hesitated and then
probably answer, " Sut I've gotten moved on.
"Well," tie said. "Se seeing
children, and I'll say, 'Sring them
along: and you'll say 'no, I can't,' ya . "
and I'll reply, 'Lopk what married
There was nothing more to say .
life has done for you!"
"Sure," she replied . "It was
They both laughted, their laugh - good hearing you ."
ter I ifted up and carried away on
There were two clicks . . .
airy wings, rebounding, echoing
She paused for a moment by the
among the old stone walls .
phone, smi led, los.t for an instant
in memori es, and then went tofin"Why, Chris!" she exclaimed, ish the wash.
"it's been such a longtime! Twen He smiledty years , I think ."
It had been a wond erfu l trip .
"Yeah, something like that , " he
answered, as if his thoughts were
far away, occupied with something
else. "I'm going ba ck to our ruinsdo you want to come?"
.
"Why Chris, that's absurd!" she
laughed. "I've got five chi Idren."
Despite
"Sring them along. They' d love
so many men
it:' he replied. She laughed again,
casting their
this time with a breath of sadness.
kite strings
"I' m sorry Chris . It's nice of
into our hole
you, but-"
We have dec i ded
"It's okay," he answered. "Sut
to bui Id
if you eve r decide to go, give m ea
our own ladders .
call."
There was a pause, a moment
by Chuck Wolff
of silence between. the two, filled
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Get ~t together.
BOONE'S FARM STRAWBERRY HILL. APPLE WINE & NATURAL STRAWBERRY '
& OTHER NATURAL FLAVORS . BOONE 'S FARM, MODESTO, CALIFORNIA.
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HOIlle cooking at The Boarding House
The conservalory 01 Thealre Arls al Websler COllege

hy Judy Singler
A home cooked meal ain't what'
it used to be- -unless you're eating
at the Jefferson Avenue Boarding
House where JimBelshawandRich
Perry serve mid-western style
food "with
an
old-fashioned
touch." The Boarding House is located at 3265 Jefferson. Complete
dinners are c;erved by reservation
- at three nightly seatings. They are
at 5:30, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m . The
meal planning is done by Rich and
Ji m who make up one menu per ev ening.
The idea for the restaurant orig-

inated a couple of years ago wnen
Jim and Rich metataChicagoconventi on. "Chicago is a mid-western city that serves anything you
could want to eat, except mid-western style food . Our idea was to
start a different kind of restaurant
serving the kind of food that was
popular in this area around the
nineteenth century," Jim said .
"Sometimes the recipes will call
for a pinch of this or a handful of
that. Then we have to guess on the
right amounts and I'm. usually the
official taster."
All soup, bread, and desserts

Democratic
Leadership
for the 70's
McGovern
Shriver '72

:c
c:::>
a:I

c..

.9

JOBS OVERSEAS - Europe, Asia, Aus-

-

tralia,

C"oI

etc. Jobs . of all kinds . Up to

$500. wkly. Complete information, only
$3. Send check to Worldwide Job Op-

Jeag Ue!JH ~Q SUOQQ!H ~lIaJd Iff MOH ~llaJd f

portunities, Box 264, Dayton, Ohio 45459

A CHANCE TO .MEET NEW PEOPLE
ECUMENICAL: Believers and
WHERE: 8200 Natural Bridge
CONTACT: If
(76
DATES: . Nov. 1

ves and each other
istening, growing, unpIe communicating about being into
at 9:00 a.m. sharp and concludes at
9:00 p.m.
: $2.00 for your food.

served at the Boarding House is
homemade . Meat suppliers are
checked dai Iy for fresh cuts and no
frozen vegetables ·are used . Most
of the cooking is done by Jim who
learned how from his mother when
he was living in Chicago . Jim described the dishes he prepares as
"not heavi Iy seasoned but with an
element .of gourmet. It's the kind
of home cooking people wish they
could do themselves.
The furnishings of the restaurant reflect an admiration for antiques held by both Rich and Jim.
A collection of glassware belong- ing to Rich lines the windowsills .
Jim's antique cabinet, as well as
a group of paintings done by a local artist, are conversation pieces there .
Customers are greeted and seated by Rich . The waiterswhoassist
him dress casual:y in blue jeans
and work shi rts Together they
serve the main e:Jt,..ee w:lich usually consists of beef, pork, or chicken .
Ji m and Rich fep.1 they've been
quite successful considering that
most advertising is done by word
of mouth. Profits have been adequate and so far "there have been
no bad weeks. " Future plans for
the Boarding House include an idea
of turning the floor above the restaurant into an additional dining
area. Ideally, they would like to
see Jefferson Avenue become an
entertainment spot simi lado Gas'light Square several years ago.
Both Jim and his partner are
pleased with the results of their
venture into the restaurant business . "Kno~ing customers I ike the
way we cook is a fantastic feel ing,"
Ji m said. "The best pari of the
restaurant business is being able
to please people."
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'COUNT-DOWN
TO ELECTION
MONDAY, NOV. 6

10:30-3:00
U. CENtER
PATIO

PUT GEORGE & ELEANOR McGOVERN
IN THE WHITE HOUSE 'ON NOV. 7.
Join us on November 7th to elect a man who will put
an end to Nixonism: to tax favoritism for the rich; to
spiraling inflation; to freezes on working men 's wages;
to political espionage and illegal wire taps; to political
bribery like the Milk Lobby, the ITT affair, the Wheat
Deal; and to an unbalanced, mediocre Supreme Court;
to playing politics with human lives in Southeast Asia.
George McGovern offers honest answers. Richard
Nixon claims to · favor anti-pollution laws, more aid
Jane Parks ·
Judith A. Pearson
Dorothy M. Doyle
Gene Graham
Jackie R esnikoff
N. Kimasa Sindel
Eugene Murray
Peter Wolfe
Richard M. Cook ·
Winslow S. Rogers
George A. von Glahn
Steven Axelrod
Jim Tierney
Chris Rund
B. Bernard Cohen
Barbara Relyea
Diane G. Kurtz
Charles Larson
Richard L . Harris
Janet Cuenca
Mary Daniels Brown
Sally Jackoway
Lorraine Sheehan
Jeanne Sherill
Don Crinkla w
Howard Schwartz
Ellie Chapman
Curt Hartog
Marion Steefel
Charles T. Dougherty
Adam Casmier
Margaret Jeffries
Miles L. Patterson
Charles Gouaux
David R. Ziff
Gary K. Burger
Samuel J. Marwit
Richard Garnett
Theresa S. Howe
Edmund S. Howe
Lewis J. Sherman
Alan Krasnoff
D.J. Stewart
Robert P. McGilligan
Charles McDonald
Robert Pries t
Sister Patricia Kennedy
Alan Schwartz
Marie Adele Humphreys

Edward Z. Andalafte
William C. Connett
Richard Friedlander
Edmund F . Kelly
Chang Je Kim
Jean Kuntz
Barbara J. Matthei
Richard K. Matthei
Wayne L. McDaniel
Mark Nugent
Sanjiv Rangachari
Cynthia Siegel
Jerrold Siegel
Mary Ann Smola
Shirley Smith
Patricia Stevens
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to education and urban areas, and better veterans'
benefits - - but capriciously vetoed the very bills
which would have provided these services to Americans . Richard Milhouse Nixon has not brought peace,
he has not brought prosperity, he has not made America a better and healthier place to live. Think about
the issues, talk to us about them on Count-Down Day,
November 6th, and join us on November 7th to bring
America home - - vote for George McGovern.
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